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In recent years, with the development of the society, the scale of enterprises is 
gradually growing, and the working mode of an individual as a unit is unable to meet 
the changing market. Only elaborated work plan, good team work and collaborating 
work together, can quickly respond to market changes to win the competition. 
Workflow technology is proposed to realize the automation of business process 
management, and can provide a powerful tool when processing information between 
peoples, regions, cross-sectoral users. 
The essay, which based on J2EE, SSH framework and Oracle database, provides 
a design in order to realize the bureau-level Collaborative office system. It covers four 
function modules: documents, business, conference and system management. It also 
pays attention inefficiency of information communication of bureaus, such as 
cross-regions work report that basically relys on the telephone, unability to get the 
latest progress of work, the subjective consciousness of initiative to report one’s daily 
work without any documentary records. The system is designed and implemented, 
and the key codes and interfaces are demonstrated. Finally, the performance and 
function test results are given. 
After the research and development of the project, this essay will provide a 
solution that make papers in the office “go” fast and efficient, so that leaders could 
have a quick view on them conveniently, and have them documented afterwards; daily 
affairs like taking a leave that previously required paper submission, but now take  
full use of paperless office; conference affairs that will be processed by using 
information technology tools, which can record, upload, and finally used when any 
meeting need. After it has been adopted, it has raised the efficiency of bureau daily 
work of which has been always being spoke highly. 
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它是 Java 开发 Web Application 中符合 MVC 设计模式的开发方式之一。Struts + 
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